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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Asynchronous Bypass Channels 
 
Improving Performance  in Multi-synchronous  Network-on-chips.  (August  2010) 
Tushar  Naveen Kumar  Jain,  B.Tech, Indian  Institute of Technology, Roorkee 
Co-Chairs of Advisory Committee: Dr.  Alex Sprintson
                                                                                     Dr. Paul Gratz                                                             
 
Dr.  Paul  V. Gratz  Network-on-Chip  (NoC) designs have emerged as a replacement 
for traditional  shared-bus  designs for on-chip communications. As with  all current 
VLSI design, however, reducing  power consumption  in NoCs is a critical challenge. 
One approach  to  reduce power is to dynamically scale the  voltage and  frequency of 
each network  node or groups of nodes (DVFS).  Another  approach  to reduce power 
consumption  is  to  replace  the  balanced  clock  tree  with  a  globally-asynchronous, 
locally-synchronous (GALS) clocking scheme.  NoCs implemented  with either of these 
schemes, however, tend to have high latencies as packets must be synchronized at  the 
intermediate nodes between source and destination. In this work, we propose a novel 
router  microarchitecture which offers superior performance versus typical synchroniz- 
ing router  designs.  Our  approach  features  Asynchronous  Bypass Channels  (ABCs) 
at  intermediate nodes thus avoiding  synchronization   delay.   We also propose a new 
network  topology and  routing  algorithm  that   leverage  the  advantages  of the bypass 
channel offered by our router design. Our experiments show that   our design improves 
the performance of a conventional  synchronizing design with similar resources by  up 
to 26% at low loads and increases saturation throughput by up to 50%. 
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CHAPTER I 
 
 
 INTRODUCTION 
 With  the continued  advance of Moore’s Law, ever increasing transistor densities  are 
yielding ever  greater  numbers of processing elements (PEs)  on chip, resulting  in the 
current proliferation of chip-multiprocessor (CMP) and system-on-chip (SoC) designs. 
As the  numbers  of PEs  increases, the  communication  between those components  is 
becoming ever more critical. Networks-on-Chip  (NoCs)  have recently  emerged as a 
scalable alternative  to the  bus-based  and  ad-hoc interconnect  seen in  past  designs. 
NoCs leverage the design techniques of multi-hop interconnection  networks developed 
for  the  large  scale multiprocessor  computers  of the  1990s, to  provide  low-latency, 
scalable communication  between PEs on chip. 
Although  Moore’s law continues to provide greater  transistor densities,  current 
generation  VLSI  presents  several challenges going forward.   In particular,  balancing 
performance  against  the  energy and  power consumption  in a given design is a chal- 
lenge.  One increasingly commonly used  method  to achieve this  balance is dynamic 
voltage and frequency scaling  (DVFS)  [1].  In CMP  and  SoC designs which support 
DVFS,  the  voltage  and  frequency  of individual  PE  nodes, or sets  of  PE  nodes is 
dynamically  managed  to reduce overall power and  energy consumption  while main- 
taining  enough performance to meet application  demands [2]. 
Another  common  approach  to  reduce  the  power  and  energy  consumption  in 
CMPs  and  SoCs is the  use of a globally-asynchronous, locally synchronous   (GALS) 
clocking scheme [3]. In traditional VLSI design, a single synchronized clock is main- 
tained  throughout the  entire  chip. These   synchronized  architectures  require  fully 
balanced  clock distribution trees  to  ensure  minimal  clock  skew between  communi- 
cating  components.   Fully balanced  clock distribution trees, however, in  addition  to
_____________
This thesis follows the style of IEEE Transactions on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems. 
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requiring additional  effort during the design stage also consume a significant portion 
of the total chip  power which can be as high as 30% of the total  power consumed by 
the  chip [3]. On-chip power  consumption  can be reduced  by replacing  the  balanced 
clock tree  with a GALS clocking scheme  which only guarantees  minimal  clock skew 
within the local processing element. 
PEs  in both  DVFS and GALS systems  therefore  are either  mesochronous  – of 
the  same  frequency but  unrelated  phase,  or plesiochronous  – of differing frequency 
and  phase,  to  one-another. Communication   between  nodes which do not  have the 
same frequency and phase typically requires synchronization  into the receiver’s clock 
domain in order to avoid metastability problems caused by violations of setup or hold 
time of the  flip-flops when latching  data  from a different  clock domain  [4].   A well 
established  approach  to a avoiding metastability involves adding  multiple  stages of 
latching  on incoming signals to reduce the  likelihood of a metastable  event. While 
this  approach  allows  reliable communication  across clock domains,  it comes at  the 
cost of an added  two  or three  cycles of latency  for every clock domain traversal.  As 
the number of CMP and SoC PE  nodes increases, the number of clock domains which 
data  must  traverse  between source and  destination  will increase, thereby  increasing 
the effective latency of that  communication.  This latency  has been shown to directly 
impact  the system performance and the overall cost  [5]. 
The objective of the thesis is to present  a network architecture  which offers low 
network latency  solutions. With  low communication  latency  as our  objective,  we 
propose a  new router  microarchitecture for mesochronous and  plesiochronous NoCs 
which avoids  synchronization   delay at  the  intermediate nodes via an  asynchronous 
by-pass channel  (ABC) around  these nodes. We also propose a novel 2-D grid based 
topology and routing  algorithm  to complement our router  design. 
Thus the main contributions of this work are: 
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• We present  the ABC router  design, a novel router  design which offers a highly 
skew tolerant solution to DVFS and GALS NoCs. 
 
• ABC routers  offer a low latency,  asynchronous  bypass  path  through  the inter- 
mediate  routers,  avoiding synchronization  delay and  latching  at  intermediate 
nodes. 
 
• We also present an optimized network topology and routing algorithm  to lever- 
age the advantages  of ABC routers. 
 
The rest  of the  work is organized as follows.  This  chapter  further  presents  a 
background  on  NoCs and  the  motivation  for ABCs.  Chapter  II gives a detailed  de- 
scription  of the network.  Chapter  III proposes an efficient topology for the intercon- 
nected networks.  In Chapter  IV, we present the experimental results and compare the 
performance of our router against  a comparable  baseline router.  Chapter  V discusses 
the related  work. Chapter  VI concludes the work. 
 
 
I.1. Network on Chips 
 
 
One of the major problems in future  SOC designs arises from non-scalable  delays in 
global wires[6].  Global wires carry signals across a chip and typically do not scale in 
length  with  technology  scaling[7].  Though  gate  delays scale down with  technology, 
global wire delays typically increase  exponentially  or linearly by inserting  repeaters. 
Even after  repeater  insertion[7], the  delay may  exceed  the  limit  of one or multiple 
clock cycles. In ultra-deep  submicron processes, it is claimed that 80 percent or more 
of the delay of critical paths  will be due to interconnects[8].  As a result,  many large 
designs use as hoc FIFO buffers to synchronously propagate  data  over large distances 
to overcome this problem. 
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The most frequently used on-chip interconnect  architecture is an arbitrated bus, 
where all communication devices share the same transmission medium.  Advantages of 
such shared-bus  architectures are simple topology, low area  and  extensibility. How- 
ever,  for a long bus  line,  the  intrinsic  parasitic  resistance  and  capacitance  can  be 
quite high.  Moreover, every additional  IP block added  to the bus adds to this para- 
sitic capacitance,  in turn  increasing propagation  delay. As the bus length and/or the 
number of IP blocks increases, the  associated bit transfer  delay over the bus becomes 
large and will eventually exceeds the targeted  clock period.  This places a limit on the 
number  of IP  blocks that  can be connected  to a bus and thereby   limits the system 
scalability[9]. 
One solution  to  deal  with  this  problem  is to  use a network-centric  approach, 
where,  communication  between  IPs  happens  in  the  form  of packets. A  common 
characteristic of such architectures is that  the IP blocks communicate with each other 
using intelligent  switches or routers. As such, these switches dubbed  infrastructure 
IPs  (I2Ps)[10] provide a robust  data  transfer  medium for the functional  IP modules. 
 
 
I.2. Dynamic Voltage Frequency  Scaling 
 
 
One active area of work on NoC has focused on dynamically varying operating voltage 
and frequency  levels to achieve a balance between power and performance[11].  This 
technique, referred to as DVFS, is used quite often in SoC designs[12]. Dynamic volt- 
age and frequency scaling (DVFS)  was  introduced in the 90s to dramatically  reduce 
power consumption  in large digital systems by varying both voltage and frequency of 
the system with respect to changing workloads[13]. 
Alternative techniques  using voltage/frequency islands (VFIs)  for IP  blocks are 
used in achieving fine grain system-level power management.  Use of VFIs in the NoC 
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context  can provide better  power-performance  tradeoffs  than  single voltage,  single 
clock frequency  case as  it  benefits  from the  natural  partitioning and  mapping  of 
applications  onto the  NoC  platform. Despite  the  huge potential  for energy savings 
with  VFIs,  the  NoC design methodologies  considered so far are limited  to a single 
voltage-clock  domain[14][15].  Studies  that   do consider  multiple  VFIs  assume  that 
each module/core  in the  design belongs to a different  island and different islands are 
connected  by point-to-point (P2P)  links[16]. 
 
 
I.3. Motivation  behind Asynchronous Bypass Channels 
 
 
The intuition  behind the ABC design is that a packet should not be required to latch 
at the intermediate nodes within an NoC. At a minimum, intermediate node latching 
results  in one cycle of  overhead  for synchronous  designs and  at  least two cycles of 
overhead for mesochronous and plesiochronous designs which require synchronization. 
If intermediate  node  latching  can  be  avoided,  a  significant  fraction  of the  packet 
latency  overhead can be removed.  This is because, in doing so, we could synchronize 
the  control  signals in the  respective clock domains  only when necessary and  avoid 
synchronizing the data  signals. 
In the absence of network congestion, a packet should not, in-fact, require latch- 
ing at intermediate nodes. While at high congestion, when multiple packets are vying 
for the  same buffer  FIFO  and  output port  resources, the  packet  must  be latched  at 
the  intermediate nodes as it  waits  for  the  contention  to  clear. At  low congestion 
levels, however there  is no such constraint. 
As we will show,  the  ABC  design offers an  asynchronous  bypass  path  which 
bypasses the buffer FIFOs as well as synchronization  at the intermediate nodes. Thus 
the  packets  can  virtually  fly  through  the  network  without  getting  latched  at  the 
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intermediate nodes,  reaching  there  destination with  a delay  approaching  the  wire 
delay of the connecting links. 
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CHAPTER II 
 
 
 NETWORK  OPERATION 
 On its path  through  the  network  a packet  traverses  three  node classes, the  source 
node,  intermediate nodes and  the destination node. In a typical  GALS or DVFS 
NoC each of these nodes may operate in its own clock domain.  The goal of the ABC 
router design is to  reduce or remove latching and synchronization  at the intermediate 
nodes.   Furthermore,  the  routers   should  independently  and  dynamically  determine 
the  availability  of the  bypass  channels without  the  overheads  of allocation  or setup 
and tear-down.  In this section we discuss the design and operation  of the ABC router 
to show how these goals were met. 
 
 II.1. ABC Network Architecture 
 
 As illustrated  in the  packet  propagation   path   shown Figure  II.1,  we observe that 
packets traversing  a given intermediate node router  are most likely to travel straight, 
that  is from input  port on one side of the router  to output port on the opposite side. 
In a typical  2D Mesh network,  a minimum  length  path  between any two  nodes may 
be found which has at  most  one turn. We  propose to  leverage  this  observation  by 
biasing our ABC routers  towards the straight path  over the turn  path.   ABC routers 
are pre-disposed to allow the asynchronous  propagation  of packets along the straight 
path,  as long as conditions  allow. 
In 2D Mesh networks,  only a limited  set  of source-destination pairs  require no 
turn during packet traversal, those pairs which are in the same column or row. We ob- 
serve that it should be possible to gain a further benefit from the ABC router’s straight 
path  bias if the network topology provides a greater  number source-destination pairs 
which do not  require a turn.  To this  end, we propose  a new class of network topol- 
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Fig. II.1.: An ABC network topology showing red and blue chains.  Also depicts 
path  traversed between (0,6) and (6,4). 
 
 
 
ogy, the double-chain  topology, one of which is shown in Figure  II.1.  A double-chain 
topology is comprised of two  disjoint but  overlapping chains, each of which connects 
all network nodes.  Double-chain topologies provide an advantage  over 2D Mesh net- 
works for ABC routers  by  providing  two  paths  comprised solely of “straight-path” 
links between all source-destination pairs. 
As the traditional 2D mesh terminology  of North,  South,  East  and West  is less 
useful in a double-chain  topology, we will label these chains the red chain and a blue 
chain  respectively. As  shown  in Figure  II.2,  nodes within  each chain  is perceived 
to be ordered such that  traversing a given chain  in one direction  is considered to be 
increasing (e.g. the red+  direction) and traversing that chain in the opposite direction 
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(a) Path  of a packet generated  at (0,4) for (1,1). 
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(b) Most  significant  bits  of the  header  flit for the  packet  shown in 
Figure II.2(a)  flowing through  the network. 
 
 
 
Fig. II.2.: Updating  the header flit during flight. 
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Fig. II.3.: Subdivision of packet into flits and different bit-fields inside a flit. 
 
 
 
 
is considered to be decreasing (e.g.  the  red- direction)  as shown in the  Figure.  II.2. 
Jumping  from  one chain to other  is referred to as a turn. To avoid deadlock in the 
network, the chains themselves are ordered, and a jump is allowed only from the blue 
chain to the red  chain and not the vice-versa. 
 
 
II.2. Packet  Structure 
 
 
ABC packets  are deterministically source routed,  i.e.  they  have a full set of routing 
directions encoded  into the header, as shown in Figure II.2. Source routing is used to 
ensure a minimal delay and skew induced at each hop.  As the figure shows, the three 
most significant bits of each flit contain  flit type (Header,  Body or Tail)  and a valid 
bit.  This necessities the need to store the whole route  information  in the header flit 
at the source node itself. However, for the network on chip applications, the overhead 
is tolerable.   The  fourth  and  fifth most  significant bits  of the  header  flit encode the 
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Fig. II.4.: ABC router  microarchitecture  design. 
 
 
 
 
routing directions  for the packet  at  that  particular node.  Figure II.3 depicts  the bit- 
wise break  up  of all the  three  kind of flits.  After each hop, the  current routing  bits 
are shifted  away until  only a  flag is left which marks  arrival  at  the  destination as 
depicted  in Figure II.2. Since the static  shift operation  can be achieved without  any 
logic, we are able to retrieve the next hop information  at the node without  impacting 
the skew between the flits and its clock signal. 
 
 
II.3. Router  Microarchitecture 
 
 
Figure II.4 shows a high-level block diagram  of the proposed ABC router.  Similar to 
a typical 2D Mesh NoC router,  the ABC router  contains  five input  and output ports 
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corresponding  to  the  four neighboring  directions  and  the  local processing element 
(PE).  All the data  communications  through  the network are carried out in the form 
of packets,  subdivided  into  flits,  which are  sent  through  the  NoC using wormhole 
flow-control. The ABC router  design is source-synchronous,  hence each port’s link is 
comprised of a clock bit  along with  data  bits  and  an  on/off flow control  bit.  Both 
the  data and clock signals travel same link length and router logic, therefore they face 
nearly the same  delay  and their  skew does not increase much for each hop traversed. 
Nevertheless,  after  place and  route,  if an unexpected  skew is observed between  the 
clock signal and the flits, transparent latches or buffers may be inserted  to reduce it, 
at the cost of some added latency. 
 
 
II.3.1. Router  Datapath 
 
 
As shown in Figure II.4, the ABC router  contains five output unit blocks correspond- 
ing to each direction.  These output unit  blocks are broken into three  types.  Output 
block “A” connects the blue  (+ or -) and local inputs  to the opposite blue chain out- 
put,  while output block “B” connects the all the possible inputs  to the corresponding 
red  output.  Block “C”  connects all possible inputs  to the  router’s  local PE.  Block 
“A” has a smaller set of inputs because it is illegal to route from a red input to a blue 
output as discussed in Section II.1. 
At the  intermediate nodes, if a packet  travels straight  through  the  router,  it is 
desirable that the  packet  be forwarded without  latching.  To this end, output blocks 
“A” and “B” both contain an “ABC Path”  which the router  is pre-disposed to use in 
the absence of congestion.  When an incoming flit arrives, it is simultaneously  latched 
into the synchronous FIFO (sync-FIFO ) and propagated along the ABC path  towards 
the output mux.  In the absence of congestion, indicated  by a lack of packets currently 
waiting for the output  port  and the presence of favorable downstream  control  flow, 
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the flit is propagated   through  the  output port  mux via the  ABC and  the  contents 
of the  sync-FIFO  are flushed away.  Alternately,  if the buffer FIFOs  are not  empty, 
indicating  presence of older packets, the contents  of the sync-FIFO  are forwarded to 
the straight  path  bi-synchronous  FIFOs  [17] (bi-FIFOs ) and the output port  is fed 
by one of the  bi-FIFOs. Thus, the  sync-FIFO  acts  as a  backup in case the  flit was 
not able to successfully utilize ABC. Alternately,  if the packet  needs to  turn  at  that 
particular node, the flits are latched into one of the turn  path  bi-FIFOs. 
Although there are no buffer FIFOs along the ABC path, we employ bi-synchronous 
FIFOs  (bi-FIFOs)[17]  to store  packets  in the  event  of congestion.   Bi-FIFOs  allow 
writes  and  reads  to  be  done in different  clock domains,  although  they  require  an 
overhead  of two  to three  clock cycles to  avoid metastability.   In the  ABC routers, 
bi-FIFO  writes are done in the incoming clock domain and reads are done in the local 
clock domain.  Overall the complete router  has 10 bi-FIFOs,  two of which are shared 
between block “C” and the two block “B”s. 
The path  joining a given input  port  with the  same color output port  (e.g.  red- 
to red+),  is  referred to as a “straight-path”.  All other  paths  are referred to as turn 
paths  as shown in Figure II.4.  Each turn  path  is made up of a single bi-FIFO.  The 
sync-FIFOs  are standard FIFOs which are clocked in the incoming clock domain.  In 
the  current  ABC router  design, the  ABC is only a bypass  around  the  straight  path 
FIFOs,  as shown in Figure.  II.4.  We considered providing ABC paths  for  the  turns 
as well, the  approach  was rejected  however,  due to  exponential  increase in FIFOs 
required to implement it. 
ABC routers  employ on/off flow control. In this scheme, when the  number  of 
free buffer FIFOs  in a direction  falls below a threshold  value the  node transmits an 
off signal to the  upstream node connected to it through  the on/off  link. Similarly, an 
on signal is transmitted when the  number of free buffer FIFOs exceeds the threshold. 
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This signal needs to be synchronized  with  respect  to the  outgoing  clock of the  up- 
stream  node.  Thus, summing up the round trip latency, which is nearly 1.5 times the 
clock cycle as discussed in  Section III and  two  cycles for synchronization,  to ensure 
no flit gets dropped in the process, the depth of the FIFO must be overcommitted  by 
at least four more than  the maximum packet length. 
 
 
II.3.2. Router  Arbiter 
 
 
As shown in Figure.  II.4, the  output channel  is shared  between ABC, the  straight 
path  bi-FIFO and turn  path  bi-FIFOs.  To avoid livelock and ensure routing  fairness 
the  arbiter  selects the  ABC  path  in the  ABC mode, and  arbitrates among the  bi- 
FIFOs  according to the  Round  Robin  algorithm.   However, on transition from ABC 
mode to FIFO mode, the straight path  bi-FIFO  is given a priority. 
As shown in Figure.  II.4, the router  arbiter  is divided into two  types  of control 
modules for each output unit block, the clock control module (Ccontrol ) and the data 
control  module (Dcontrol ).   The Ccontrol  module arbitrates the output  clock while 
the Dcontrol module controls the output data.  As the Ccontrol and Dcontrol modules 
receive inputs from two different clock domains, metastability must be addressed.  We 
avoid all metastable  conditions  through  control logic synchronization.   Further detail 
on metastability avoidance is given in Section II.3.3. 
On arrival of a head flit at the output, the router  becomes active and remains in 
this state  until a  tail flit arrives, when it becomes idle. Arbitration  occurs in the idle 
state,  except if an off signal is received from the downstream  node while the ABC is 
in use in which case the chosen path  is switched to the straight path  bi-FIFO. 
ABC 
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▪ There are no packets in BI-FIFOs AND 
▪ Downstream node does not  transmits an OFF 
 
 
 
ABC State 9 State 8 
▪Output Clk: Incoming Clk 
▪  Data Path: ABC 
▪Sync-FIFO FLUSH: Enabled 
▪  Bi FIFOs READ: Disabled 
▪Output Clk: Incoming Clk 
▪  Data Path: ABC Output Clk: Incoming Clk 
 
State 1 
▪Output Clk: Deactivated 
▪Data Path: ABC 
▪Sync-FIFO FLUSH: Disabled *  A packet arrives at any of the Inputs OR 
*  A local packet is generated OR 
*   Downstream node transmits an OFF 
State 7 
 
Output Clk: Incoming Clk 
 
 
State 2 
 
▪Output Clk: Deactivated 
▪  Data Path: Bi-FIFO 
▪Bi-FIFOs READ: Disabled 
*  A packet arrives at any of the Inputs OR 
*  A local packet is generated OR 
*   Downstream node transmits an OFF 
State 6 
 
Output Clk: Deactivated 
 
 
FIFO 
▪Output Clk: Local Clk 
▪  Data Path: Selected Bi- 
FITO 
▪Sync-FIFO FLUSH: Enabled 
▪  Bi FIFOs READ: Enabled 
State 3 
 
▪Output Clk: Local Clk 
▪  Data Path: Bi-FIFO 
▪Bi FIFOs READ: Disabled 
State 4 
 
▪Output Clk: Local Clk 
▪  Data Path: Straight path 
Bi   FIFO 
State 5 
 
Output Clk: Deactivated 
 
 
 
▪A packet in any of the BI-FIFOs OR 
▪Downstream transmits an OFF 
 
 
 
Fig. II.5.: FSM depicting the working of the router. 
 
 
 
 
II.3.3. Control  Logic 
 
 
The control logic in an ABC router can be represented as a Moore finite state machine 
 
(FSM). The various states  of this FSM are displayed in Figure II.5. 
 
The ABC router  operates  in one of two  modes:  ABC  mode where flits are for- 
warded  along  with the  upstream   or the  incoming clock, and  FIFO  mode where in- 
coming packets  are  synchronized  into  the  local clock domain  and  forwarded  along 
with the local clock. If the outgoing flit was read out from any FIFO, the local clock 
at  that  particular node is transmitted as the outgoing  clock and  the  output port  is 
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said to be in the  FIFO  mode.  The  state  machine is then  in the  FIFO  state  shown 
in Figure  II.5.   If  the  outgoing  flit came from the  ABC, the  incoming clock is for- 
warded  as the outgoing clock  and  the output  port  is said to be in the ABC  mode. 
This ensures that  the  output data  flits are  synchronous  with the  output clock thus 
avoiding potential  metastability conditions  downstream.  The state  machine is in the 
ABC  state.   The ABC state  and the FIFO  state  are two  stable  states  for this  FSM. 
The state  machine can stay in any other state  for only one cycle of the local clock. 
The trigger  signal for transition from one mode to another  is generated  in the 
outgoing clock domain.  This signal is then synchronized into the desired clock domain 
by standard,  two-cycle synchronization.  Once the trigger signal has been synchronized 
the  transition to  the  new clock begin  and  only after  a successful transition of the 
clock is the  datapath switched,  thus  avoiding  potential  metastability  conditions  in 
the control logic. 
ABC  Mode  to  FIFO  Mode:  Transition from ABC mode to FIFO  mode for a 
given output port  occurs in the following two cases: 
 
• If an off signal arrives from the downstream  node. 
 
 
• If there  is a packet in the turn-path or a local packet has been generated. 
 
 
As presented  in  the  Figure.  II.5,  in  both  the  cases,  first  the  output  clock is 
switched to the  local clock (State  1 ).   The datapath is then  switched to one of the 
bi-FIFOs depending on which has a packet in it (State  2 ). The straight path  bi-FIFO 
is always given preference just after the transition  .  In State FIFO  the router  begins 
transmission  of the packets present in the bi-FIFO.  If the router  was  idle before the 
switch and the straight-path bi-FIFO  is empty,  the datapath is switched to the turn 
path.   This ensures, that  all the  flits of the  packet  pass through  the  router  before a 
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new packet is transmitted. During the normal operation in FIFO mode, the bi-FIFOs 
are selected by Round  Robin algorithm. 
The router  then  transmits the  flits read  from the  selected  bi-FIFO  unless  an 
off  signal is  received from the  downstream  node,  which indicates  the  presence  of 
congestion at  the downstream  node.  Once the off signal is cleared, the transmission 
is restarted.  The  state  machine enters  into the  FIFO  state  and transmits the  local 
clock at the output port. 
Altogether  the  transition from ABC mode to  FIFO  model takes three  cycle to 
complete.  This added latency is not seen by flits traversing the straight path  because 
they are already latched into the sync-FIFO. 
FIFO  Mode  to  ABC  Mode:  The  transition from FIFO  mode to ABC mode for 
a given output  port  occurs when the FIFO  mode is currently  selected and there are 
no flits occupying any FIFO  associated with this output port. 
These transitions can be divided into 4 stages corresponding to States 3 to States 
 
9 in Figure II.5: 
 
 
• In the  first stage,  the  read  signals of all the  bi-FIFOs  are deactivated.   This 
makes sure that no packet is read out during the clock transition (State  3 ). 
 
• If all the turn  buffer FIFOs are empty, the straight path  is then  selected as the 
output datapath, (State  4 ). 
 
• In the  third  stage if the  straight path  bi-FIFO  is empty  and  the  downstream 
node  is not  transmitting  an  off  signal,  the  output  clock is switched  to  the 
incoming clock;(State  5 to  State  8 ).  It takes at  least two  cycles for the arrival 
of a packet at the input of the bi-FIFOs to translate in the reading clock domain, 
so ensure that  no packet was latched into the bi-FIFO while the clock transition 
was taking  place, this stage takes four cycles to complete. 
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• In the final stage, the datapath is switched to ABC State  9. 
 
 
However, if a flit arrives on the straight-path  in any of the above mentioned stages 
the transition is aborted and the datapath  is switched back to the straight path bi-FIFO 
at a cost of three additional cycles. 
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CHAPTER III 
 
 
 TOPOLOGY AND ROUTING  ALGORITHM 
 As discussed in Section II.1, we propose a new class of topologies, double-chain topolo- 
gies, to leverage the advantages of our ABC router design. In particular, double-chain 
topologies take advantage  of the lower latency of the straight-path  over the turn-path 
in an ABC router. A double-chain  topology is  comprised of two  disjoint  but  over- 
lapping  chains,  each of which connects  all network  nodes.   As  the  possible space of 
all possible double-chain  topologies is large, in this  section we discuss the  selection 
of a double-chain  topology and  routing  algorithm  suitable  for the  2D planar  silicon 
substrate of current NoCs. 
 
 III.1. Topology Characteristics 
 
 To limit the state  space of the network topologies that might  be easily implemented 
in 2D planar silicon, we began with the following restrictions: 
 • The topology should  not   require   more  router  ports  than  a  typical 
 2D  Mesh  would require  (five  ports  in  total). Adhering to this restriction helps 
ensure  that   the  design complexity  and  area  of the  ABC router  remains 
similar to that  of a 2D Mesh router. 
 •  Each  topology must  consist of  only  two  chains,  each   of  which  must pass 
through  every  network   node.   Trivial  analysis  shows that   it  is not possible 
to  connect  all nodes  with  more  than  two  chains  without  increasing the  
number  of router  ports or subdividing  the  network  into  non-overlapping 
chains. Subdividing  the  network  into  more than  two  non-overlapping  chains 
always performs worse than  connecting the non-overlapping  chains together. 
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•  Each  chain  may only  connect  near  neighbor  nodes   together  in   one hop.
 This  restriction  ensures  that  there  are no “fly-over” links, links which 
pass through  but  do not  connect  to  a given node. Fly-over  links reduce the 
maximal wire density without  adding to a node’s I/O  bandwidth. 
 
•  The overall  maximum bisection  bandwidth   of the  topology must  not  be  
significantly  more than that  of a standard   mesh topology.  Strictly speaking, 
connecting all network nodes together  in two chains will always require at least 
one more bisection link than  a comparable  2D Mesh topology. We will only 
examine  topologies which increase  bisection  wire density  minimally   and in 
our evaluation  we will ensure packet  flit counts  are adjusted  to  reflect the 
slightly  reduced available wire density. 
 
Note that  for the purposes of this discussion we will examine chains rather  than 
rings, to simplify deadlock avoidance. 
The intent of double-chain topologies is to increase the number of source-destination 
pairs  which are  connected  by straight-paths,  thereby  reducing  the  average packet 
latency. In order  to  evaluate  the  relative  merits  of individual  topologies we must 
understand the relative latencies of the straight-path versus the turn-path. 
 
 
III.2. Router  Traversal  Latency 
 
 
As shown in Figure  II.4,  when not  experiencing  congestion,  packets  traversing  an 
ABC router   may take either  a straight-path ABC channel or be latched into a turn- 
path  bi-FIFO.  The latency of bi-FIFO  is two cycles. Thus, combined with the latency 
of the control logic, there is a penalty of three cycles for a packet to make a turn. 
Alternately packets  which traverse  the  router  on a straight-path, utilizing the 
 
ABCs, will only face the link delays.  According to International Technology Road 
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map for Semiconductors  [18], assuming 22 nm technology, the global clock frequency 
would be  around  3 GH z while the  link delay should be between 700-1300 ps/mm. 
Thus, we will assume the link delay, combined with the small amount of combinatorial 
logic delay in each router  to be approximately  75% of a clock cycle. 
 
 
III.3. Routing  Algorithm 
 
 
To complement the new, double-chain topologies we use with ABC routers,  we devel- 
oped a modified version of standard XY dimension order routing (DOR).  Our routing 
algorithm leverages the observation  that  in any double chain network there are always 
three  different routes  between any two nodes:  1)  following the  straight-path on the 
blue chain,  2) following the  straight-path on the  red  chain,  or 3)  following a DOR 
path  starting  on the blue chain and turning  to the red chain.  Our algorithm attempts 
to optimize packet  route  based upon assumptions  of link and  turn  delays under  no 
load.  Suppose  that  each link between two  adjacent  nodes causes a delay of x clock 
cycles.  A turn costs 3 cycles in  addition  to the  link delay.  If a flit turns  it faces an 
additional  delay of (3/x + 1) times the link delay.  Thus, if the number of hops is less 
than  or equal to (3/x + 1), traveling on ABC is a better  choice than   making a turn. 
When  traveling  along the  straight  path  requires more hops than  this  value,  turning 
leads to less delay in terms of clock cycles. Our routing algorithm selects from among 
the three  legal paths  between a source-destination pair based upon this estimation  of 
latency  under no-load. 
Using the estimated  router latencies discussed in Section III.2, yields a turn  cost 
of (3/.75 + 1)  = 5.  Thus,  for the given topologies, we remain  on the same chain if 
the number of hops is less than or equal to five else we make a turn.  As can be seen 
from the Figure.  II.1, a packet  generated  at (0,6)  will travel  only through  the blue 
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chain to reach (6,4).  However, a packet  generated  at  (0,4) for (1,1) will take up the 
blue chain and then  turn  and travel through  the red chain, Figure. II.2. 
 
 
III.4. Topology Analysis 
 
 
In this  subsection  we discuss our selection double-chain  topology for a 7x7 network. 
Initially  we ran a  brute  force search to find the optimum topology. We computed  all 
the  possible topologies that  met  the  topology restrictions  described in Section III.1 
and evaluated  them  based upon average,  zero-load latency  for random  traffic given 
the routing algorithm  described in Section III.3. Using this technique we were able to 
find the optimum topologies for 4x4 and 5x5 network, however due to the exponential 
expansion  of the  solution  set we were unable  to compute  the optimal  topology for 
larger  networks. Instead, we extrapolated  the  top  five results  obtained   from  the 
evaluation   of  4x4 and  5x5 networks to up to a 7x7 by network  and  then  compared 
the five resultant  topologies to determine  the best topology.  As the search of both 
4x4 and 5x5 networks produced the same five double-chain topologies, with the same 
order or  precedence, we believe this  method  is likely to provide a network  topology 
that  is close to optimal for a 7x7 network. 
Figure III.1 depicts  the  five topologies evaluated  for an 7x7 2-D network. The 
evaluation  results  for these  topologies are shown in Figure  III.2.   The  figure shows 
both  the average,  as well as the worst case no-load, packet latency  for every possible 
source-destination pair. As  shown, the  Serpentine   topology performs the  best  with 
respect  to both  the  average as well as the  worst case  latency. This is because it is 
the only topology among the five, in which each  node is connected  to all its physical 
neighbors through  both the chains resulting in lower cost paths  in comparison to the 
other  topologies for all source and  destination pairs.   The  Hook topology is also a 
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(a) Serpentine (b) Hook 
 
 
 
(c) Double Hook (d) Sickle 
 
 
 
(e) ’H’ Shape 
 
 
Fig. III.1.: 2-D topologies for ABC router  network. 
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Fig. III.2.: Average and worst case hop count for the five topologies. 
 
 
close contender. We found,  however, that   as the  turn-path penalty decreases  with 
respect to the straight path,  the Serpentine  topology performs better  than  the Hook 
topology.  Therefore,  we use  the Serpentine  topology for our implementation.  These 
five topologies do not represent all possible topologies, and we plan to investigate  an 
optimal  ABC topology further  in future  work. 
An important  observation  in  the  search  of topologies is that as  the  network 
scales, the distance  between source and  destination pairs  increases and  the  straight 
path  starts  losing its sheen against  the turnpath.  Thus with the increase in number 
of nodes, all the topologies perform  equivalently.  A similar trend  would be followed 
with the increase in wire delays. 
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CHAPTER  IV 
 
 
 EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION 
 In this  section,  we evaluate  ABC routers  experimentally  to  gain an  understanding 
of their  performance  under  different  types  of synthetic  and realistic workloads.   We 
compare ABC’s performance against  a baseline, synchronizing router  design. 
 
 IV.1. Methodology 
 
 In these experiments, we evaluate a network of ABC routers connected in the 7x7 2-D 
Serpentine  topology depicted  in Figure.  III.1(a)  and  implemented  using the  routing 
algorithm  described in Section III.3. To capture  all ABC router  network performance 
results, a fully synthesizable Verilog implementation of the ABC network was designed 
and  simulated. The  baseline design consists of an  7x7, 2-D mesh network  with  XY 
DOR routing.  In the baseline design packets are synchronized at every hop, incurring 
a delay of three  clock cycles per hop.   The  baseline router  has two,  eight-flit-deep, 
virtual  channels  (VCs) per port,  yielding approximately   the  same area  overhead  as 
the ABC router. 
We evaluated  three  types of synthetic  workloads:  uniform random,  bit  comple- 
ment, and transpose.  In all cases packets were injected according to a uniform random 
process. Five experimental runs were completed for each workload and the mean and 
standard deviation  of the results  are shown.  Packet  length  was varied randomly  be- 
tween two to five flits and the simulator  was run for 1000 cycles of warm-up followed 
by 5000 monitored  packets. 
To  determine   the  performance  under  a  realistic  workload  the  ABC  network 
was also  evaluated  under  network  traces  taken  from the  SPLASH-2 suite  of bench- 
marks  [19]. The traces were obtained  from a forty-nine  node, shared  memory CMP 
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system simulator,  arranged  in a 7x7 2-D mesh topology [20].  Due to the  simulator 
performance  limitations  associated  with  full Verilog simulation  of all 49 cores,  we 
were forced to run  only a  small portion  of the  actual  trace. To have an un-biased 
evaluation,  we chose 500,000 cycles from  the  middle of each trace  with  a warm-up 
period of 10,000 cycles. 
Finally,  the Serpentine  topology, shown in Figure.  III.1(a),  has one extra  bisec- 
tional  link  than  a standard 2D Mesh topology.   Assuming equal bitwidths  between 
the ABC and baseline topologies would give the ABC network 14.28% more bisection 
bandwidth. To approximate  a uniform  wire density across all bisections between the 
ABC and baseline designs, we decreased the number of flits in each baseline network 
packet by one relative the ABC design. 
 
 
IV.2. Synthetic  Traffic 
 
 
Figure.  IV.1  compares  the  latency  performance  of ABC  router  with  the  baseline 
for uniform  random,  transpose,  and  bit-complement workloads.  In uniform random 
traffic, each source is equally likely to send a packet to each destination. In transpose 
traffic, node (x, y) sends packets to node (y, x).  In bit-complement traffic, node (x, y) 
exchanges packets with node (x˜, y˜) where, x˜ is the one’s complement of x. Among the 
three traffic patterns, random  traffic uniformly balances load even for topologies and 
routing  algorithms  that  normally  have poor load balance. The  other  two  patterns 
concentrate  on individual  source-destination pairs, thus stress the  load balance  of a 
topology and routing  algorithm  [21]. 
For uniform random  traffic, shown in Figure  IV.1(a),  ABCs offer 20% improve- 
ment  in  no-load latency  and  saturation  throughput is improved  by  50% over the 
baseline design.  The  improvement  in the  saturation throughput occurs due to our 
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(a) uniform random (b) transpose 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(c) bit-complement 
 
 
Fig. IV.1.: Latency performance against  baseline for synthetic  workloads. 
 
 
topology’s increased number of bisectional links compared  to a standard mesh net- 
work. 
Transpose  traffic,  in Figure  IV.1(b),  shows little  improvement  in the  no-load 
latency.   This  is  because, for transpose  traffic, packets  must  always take a turn  due 
to the arrangement of source-destination pairing.  Saturation throughput, however, is 
greatly improved as compared  to the baseline design. 
For bit complement traffic, shown in Figure IV.1(c), ABCs offer an improvement 
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Fig. IV.2.: Relative performance against  baseline for realistic workloads. 
 
 
of 26% in no-load latency as well as 26% percent improvement in saturation through- 
put. In bit  complement  traffic, packets  travel further  than  the  other  two  synthetic 
patterns; therefore,  ABC’s  benefits compound  resulting  in much better  performance 
than  baseline. 
Generally, ABCs outperform baseline for all the workloads.  An important feature 
common for all the three  loads is the shape of the curve.  In all the three  graphs the 
shape of the  curve for the ABC  design is uneven, unlike the  baseline.  For example, 
for random  traffic there  is a distinct  bump in  latency  at  15% traffic.  This is caused 
due to the  following reason.   At around  8%  traffic,congestion  causes the  routers  to 
switch back and  forth  between FIFO  and  ABC modes which  lead to an  increase in 
the relative  rate  of increase of latency  until the load becomes large enough that the 
routers  get locked in FIFO  mode, thus causing a fall in the rate  and thus a bump is 
formed. 
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IV.3. Realistic Traffic 
 
 
Figure.  IV.2 presents  the  relative  performance  of the  ABC network  with  respect  to 
the  baseline  design for the  SPLASH-2 traces. From  the  figure it  can be observed 
that   ABC outperforms  the baseline design in all the traces  except one, (LU), where 
baseline is marginally  better  than  ABC. ABC shows an improvement  of nearly 30- 
35% over the  baseline design for FFT  and  Water-Spatial.  The  Geometric  Mean for 
the  relative  performance  is around  84.5% with  respect  to the  baseline thus,  on the 
average, the  ABC network  performed  15.5% better  than  the  baseline design for the 
fraction  of realistic traffic observed. 
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CHAPTER  V 
 
 
 RELATED  WORK 
 In this section we describe the connections between this work and other works which 
address  performance  improvements  in  asynchronous  interconnection networks  and 
new topologies to reduce hop count. 
 
 V.1. Asynchronous Interconnect 
 
 ABC network is a multi-synchronous architecture employing a mesochronous clocking 
scheme such  that  each node is clocked at  the  same frequency but  can tolerate  any 
amount  of skew [22]. A critical aspect of mesochronous and plesiochronous intercon- 
nect design is the avoidance of metastable  state due to a violation of setup or hold time 
of the flip-flops and registers present in the system.  In the metastable  state the output 
of the system is unpredictable.  A well established  approach  for mesochronous NoCs 
was proposed by Panades  and  Greiner,  in the  form of an optimized  bi-synchronous 
FIFO  featuring  low-latency  and  small footprint  [17].  This FIFO  adds  a latency  of 
two and three clock cycles to gain robustness  against  metastability. 
Another  solution,  presented  by Dally and  Poulton,   consists  of delay-line syn- 
chronizers,  using a variable  delay on the data  lines [23]. This delay avoids switching 
in the  metastable   window  of  the  receiving registers.   This  solution  requires careful, 
post-manufacturing  tuning  to  ensure  metastability  is avoided.   Variable  delay lines 
also may make this solution undesirable  as they are not always available in standard 
cell libraries. 
Mangano et.  al.  proposed the  skew insensitive  link (SKIL)  solution  to address 
metastability in mesochronous interfaces [24]. SKIL supports arbitrarily skewed clock 
signals by relying on a two stage  buffer FIFO  structure by writing and reading  flits 
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into and from the buffer FIFO in a ping-pong fashion. 
 
It  should  be noted  that   some of the  above synchronization  solutions  could be 
used  to  augment  our  ABC  approach,  we plan  to  explore  this  in future  work. In 
each of the above techniques,  data  must  be synchronized at  each intermediate node. 
Synchronization  delay at  every hop forms a major portion  of the  total  latency  and 
can be reduced by either  lowering the hop-count or reducing the per-hop delay. 
Another  facet  of GALS  architecture  is a  completely  asynchronous   implemen- 
tation.   Asynchronous  circuits  exchange  information  using  a handshake  to  explic- 
itly indicate  the  validity  and  acceptance  of data. This  is in contrast  to the  multi- 
synchronous  and  synchronous  design  styles,  which use a globally distributed clock 
signal to indicate  moments of stability  of the data.  There are a number of alternative 
asynchronous  design styles  differing in how they  indicate  data validity.   Some styles 
base the handshake  upon a matched-delay  path  representing  the slowest part  of the 
data  path,  but these suffer from the same timing validation  problems as synchronous 
design [25]. 
Examples  of NoCs based  on asynchronous  circuit  techniques  are CHAIN [26], 
MANGO [27], ANoC [28], and QNoC [29]. 
The CHAIN network  (CHip  Area  INterconnect) is implemented  entirely  using 
asynchronous, or clockless, circuit techniques.  The network is based on narrow delay- 
insensitive highspeed links using one-of-four data  encoding. 
In order to address  the  design challenges of multi-application SoCs, CEA-LETI 
has proposed  and  developed ANOC [30], an Asynchronous  Network-on-Chip  archi- 
tecture,   where NOC nodes  and  links are implemented  using Quasi-Delay-Insensitive 
asynchronous logic while the NoC functional units are implemented with independent 
clock domains using standard synchronous  design methodologies. 
While, these techniques  offer high performance in terms  of latency  and reduced 
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idle power,  they  involve asynchronous  or non-standard  cell modules  in  the  router 
design. ABC on the other-hand can be implemented  with standard cell design. 
 
 
V.2. Low Hop Count Topologies 
 
 
New topologies to lower the hop count  have also been explored.  Dally proposed ex- 
press cubes which help in lowering the per-hop latency rather than the hop count [31]. 
An express cube is a k-ary  n-cube, augmented  by one or more physical links or ex- 
press channels that  allow nonlocal messages  to bypass  the intermediate  nodes.  Kim 
et al. and Grot et al. proposed topologies with higher radix routers,  leading to lower 
hop counts but  resulting  in more complex router  designs [32, 33]. 
Express  virtual  channels   (EVCs)  have  also  been  proposed  to  reduce  per-hop 
delay.  EVCs virtualize the physical links in an express-cube, limiting wasted physical 
link bandwidth [34].  EVC-based  flow control  allows virtual  bypassing  of the  packet 
at  the  intermediate nodes thus  reducing the  per-hop  delay.  This method  is efficient 
for multi-hop  packets but does not fare well for communications  between neighboring 
routers. 
In contrast  to the  prior  work, the  ABC router  design targets  both  the  per-hop 
latency  and  the  hop count  to reduce network  latency. ABC routers,  thus,  perform 
well  for both  long-haul  and  short-haul  packet  communication. Also in contrast  to 
EVCs and  express cubes, ABCs are physical  links present  in the  router  offering an 
asynchronous  bypass from  the buffer FIFOs.  Since ABCs are inherent  to the router, 
they can be dynamically assigned at every hop, unlike EVCs which must be allocated 
upstream  at  specific nodes only.  A packet  takes an ABC  whenever possible thereby 
avoiding FIFOs and synchronization  delay, resulting  in a lower per-hop  latency. 
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CHAPTER  VI 
 
 
 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE  WORK 
 In this work we present  the design, implementation, and evaluation  of asynchronous 
bypass  channel  (ABC)  routers. ABC routers  aim to achieve lower latencies  by es- 
chewing  synchronization  and latching  at  the  intermediate nodes between source and 
destination with  a  network. We present  a  detailed  microarchitecture  for an  ABC 
router. 
We also present a new class of network  topologies and  associated  routing  algo- 
rithm  to  complement  the  router  design. This  new class of topology,  double-chain 
topologies, leverages the ABC router’s  bias towards  the  straight  path  over the  turn 
path.  Our  experiments show that  our ABC router,  interconnected via a double-chain 
topology, produces  significantly lower latencies compared  to baseline. 
This work introduces  a framework for ABC router  based networks.   Our  future 
work will focus  on improving the performance  of the network through  lower latency 
synchronizing techniques in the  turn path.  We also plan to further investigate optimal 
topologies for ABC  enhanced  routers.As  mentioned  in Section  II.3,  skew reducing 
latches might be required if the links are physically long.  Further study  needs to be 
done in this direction. 
The presented  network  offers the  benefit of path  diversity  which could not  be 
exploited  by the static  routing  algorithm  thus necessitates  employing a dynamic  al- 
gorithm. Also, dynamic  congestion  information  may be used to  inform the  mode 
switch between the FIFO and ABC modes to reduced the thrashing  we see in lightly 
congested network and improve performance. 
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